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Greece Facing Herself: The Past and
Present as Fate
Tolis Malakos

The main claim of this paper is that the recent Greek economic crisis is not the sole or

indeed the major cause of the current predicament, but is itself an outcome of a more
long-term ‘cultural’, social and political crisis. Although current debates tend to

overemphasize economic considerations and international factors, the view of the author
is that, although important, these factors, when discussed in isolation, tend to conceal
rather than disclose the ‘meaning’ of a way of life that is in crisis. Therefore, instead of

discussing nomological causes, this paper tries to point towards the content of beliefs and
various articulations of beliefs that have shaped everyday conduct, and highlight social

and political practices that have constituted social life.

Not ideas but material and ideal interests directly govern men’s conduct.

Yet very frequently the ‘world images’ that have been created by ideas have,
like switchmen, determined the tracks along which action has been pushed
by the dynamic of interest.1

This paper is an essay at understanding the ‘cultural’ significance of the Greek crisis.

Its main concern is the ways modern Greeks endow life with meaning and the ways
they critically reflect on those meanings. In critical reflection one must find a way to
step back from one’s beliefs—since to step outside is not possible—and subject them

to critical scrutiny. Thinking requires some critical distance from the self. In modern
Greece, this has always been an almost impossible enterprise. If being modern means

developing not just a critical quality, but also a self-critical ability, reflecting not only
about the world but about the nature of reflection, being disenchanted not only from

the world but also from the self, then we must admit that we have always found this
prospect daunting. Knowing thyself has not been a priority of the modern Greek

mind.
Today we are in dire straights, living through an acute crisis. We have reached a

limit, we cannot go on being as we have been. In such a kind of crisis, reflection—and
distance—becomes even more difficult but more necessary than ever. We are in a state
of emergency and our predicament looks as bleak as ever, but it is now that we need to

find the courage to take a step back and reflect on ourselves, because if we do not find
this courage, we are bound, once more to externalize, to look for the roots of the crisis
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anywhere else except ourselves. I am afraid that we are on our way to doing just that.

The paradox of modern Greece is that as she remains obsessed with herself, she
blames others for her fate. However, we need to find a way of being beyond fate. The
range of issues facing us, of course, is huge, and now, more than ever, we live in an

interdependent world, where the external and the internal tend to be inseparable. As
Western capitalism finds it almost impossible to sustain its distinctive forms of life in

the face of globalization, as Europe finds herself at a crossroads which will either lead
to new forms of deeper political and cultural integration or to new forms of

catastrophic fragmentation, we find ourselves part of a wider crisis. However,
focusing on the wider picture tends to blur the focus on ourselves, and while such a

wider picture is necessary, it tends, by itself, to obscure and lead to some kind of
absolution of the self, which, however comforting, is extremely dangerous. The aim of
this paper is to turn the lens inwards and try to substantiate three interdependent

claims, namely, that having been obsessed with themselves, modern Greeks have not
learned to think critically about themselves and the others, have not found ways to

communicate meaningfully with each other and develop practices of communicative
action, and have remained to a large extent unreconstructed, not being able to reform

themselves. This paper is highly eclectic, touching on, and by no means covering, a
wide but not, in any sense, exhaustive range of issues, philosophical, anthropological,

sociological and political. However, its aim is not to provide an analysis of what went
wrong. Its aim is to make a modest contribution towards provoking processes of

thinking anew, of reconsidering, of re-viewing and revising ourselves, of starting
listening to each other’s voice as we search for ways to engage in a real debate. To
contribute towards looking for ways to reflect on and perhaps re-form our fantasies.

The Elusive Self-understanding

I take fantasies to be real but ideal configurations of self-understanding that depend
for their formation on imaginings of possible and actual self-transfigurations, and
that can be but are not necessarily deceptive. In that sense, nations—as well as

persons—never constitute a brutum factum. They represent interpretations of what
counts as life but each such conception of life invokes what exactly a person—and a

nation—thinks she is as well as what she is:

The interest of self-preservation cannot aim at the reproduction of the life
of the species automatically and without thought, because under the

conditions of the existence of culture this species must first interpret what
counts as life. These interpretations, in turn, orient themselves according to

ideas of the good life. The ‘good’ is neither a convention nor an essence, but
rather the result of fantasy.2

The most vital form of understanding is indeed self-understanding. It is on this
foundation that all acts of fantasizing and transfiguring take place as the self opens to

a world. However, self-understanding is impossible if it is self-referential, if it remains
obsessed with the self, not only blind to its conditioning and to the world, but also
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caught up in the delusion that it is seeking the unconditional and normative in its

own distinction from all others, in its particular essence. It is especially then that the

presumed essence becomes ‘pure fantasy’, and it is this pure, transcendental fantasy

that has haunted the self-understanding of modern Greeks from the inception of the

modern Greek nation until today.

If it is true that Western European enlightenment thinkers fantasized in particular

ways that the measure of all things was Greece, re-inventing a Greece that never

existed (and thus imposing a paradoxical tyranny of Greece over themselves), then it

is not paradoxical that people, living in what used to be Greece and its periphery, took

these fantasies to heart. As, particularly in the latter part of the 18th century, and

especially in the nascent German romantic consciousness, Greece came alive, for

Orthodox Christian intellectuals, having been born in what used to be Greece and

speaking a form of Greek, the attraction of the claim of being Greek became

irresistible. If Europe owed so much to Greece, then it owed to them a Greek nation

state. They started therefore a cultural proselytizing which was based on seeing the

Europeans as debtors who were going to repay their debt to the ancients, by

supporting the claims of the modern Greeks for independence, since Greece was in

the minds of those cultural missionaries the prototypical Altneuland. If the

Europeans could claim some kind of cultural descent from Classical Greece, they

could do one better: they were Greeks. Greece became the only new European nation

that did not use its spoken language as the prototype for the new official language,

but a cleansed idiom that was created to serve two main purposes: to prove the links

to the ancients and to allow the introduction of lexical and conceptual structures

which were translated from French to Greek. The first constitutional document of the

new state, the 1822 Constitution of Epidaurus, was written in a kind of language so

‘cleansed’ of modern elements that only very few Greeks could understand it. The

continuous fantasizing had thus come full circle: the European fantasy of Classical

Greece led to the self-fantasizing of modern Greeks via raw materials of European

construction. The building block of the resultant fantasy was the identification of

modern Greeks with the presumed ancient, and the building block of the new identity

its ‘hellenicity’. If only they could prove culturally and linguistically that they were

Greeks, if they could prove their ‘greekness’, they would be granted what they were

owed: it is here that the roots of the particular fascination of modern Greek

intellectuals with ‘greekness’ lie. The preoccupation with defining this elusive

‘greekness’ and the assumption that the Europeans are not creditors—both literally

and culturally—but debtors still plague modern Greek consciousness and continue to

obstruct any attempt towards self-understanding, which remains the condition sine

qua non for the ‘structural reformation’ of Greek society. One would say, half jokingly

but in all seriousness, that the essence of being Greek is the obsessive, self-referential,

almost autistic fascination with ‘greekness’. The particular characteristic of this

fascination is its intensity and literal conceptualization of cultural history, its questing

for some kind of cultural transcendence in self-referential terms, its positing of a

diffuse imagining of its essence as emanating solely from itself. Greece is
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a country that quests for itself with intense passion, a country in search of

bringing itself up to date. . . . The major illusion of modern Greek

consciousness is what itself (with minimal modesty) calls greek-

centredness. This conception presents Greece as a centre. But a centre of

what? Nobody gives a clear answer to this question, but the representation

of this centre posits the world as its periphery . . . Greek-centredness is the

sole idea that modern Greece was able to invoke . . . What was missing was

the thinking that gives rise to any idea; it did not reflect any new opening to

the world, it did not uncover its meaning.3

Modern Greece’s transcendence lies in its presumed immanence. The more it strives

for transcendence the more it falls back unto itself, in the form of dead fragments for

display in a museum. It is not that we are surrounded by ruins. It is rather that from

the start we have imagined ourselves as ruins, falling prey to a peculiar aesthetization

of life which perhaps is one of the keys to the modern Greek poetic consciousness.

Amidst the hustle and bustle of modern life, there is a deadening silence that haunts.

The quintessential Greek mood is a nostalgia of a particular kind, a longing for

something forever lost, a crippling cultural melancholy that resorts to a pathetic

boastfulness and a sentimental monumentality, in order to conceal its feeling sorry

for itself, its undeclared and repressed mourning. We carry too much dead weight

because we took it upon ourselves to be the inheritors, the spoilt heirs who never

engaged with and comprehended the spirit of our ancestors, because we thought we

had some kind of privileged access. We misunderstood speaking some form of the

same language with speaking (and thinking) the same. Our tradition is dead because

we perceived it as a legacy to be claimed, as a monument to be preserved, as a cultural

heritage to be offered to others as a spectacle. We have tried to be something we did

not know and we did not try to learn, we were playing a part, we were imitating. We

have never learned to listen to all these voices, pagan and Christian, philosophical and

tragic, because we never tried to make them our own. We have been constantly

talking about them and not of them. Every meeting with them was not a meeting,

because it never was a meeting with an other but a meeting with our selves. We have

become incapable of perceiving the other in his or her otherness, because we

projected ourselves into our own others, we perceived the ancient Greeks as an

incarnation of ourselves. They existed for us to claim them as our own: we transfigured

them into cultural capital to live on, historical spoils to brag about, dead

commodities to be consumed. Our relationship to them has been a fetishistic

relationship in the Marxian sense. We took them for granted, we could not become

truly obsessed with them because in reality we were obsessed with ourselves. If they

were some kind of fathers, we have killed them. We are blind and furious, pitiful

modern Oedipuses, besides ourselves in rage but our rage is hollow. This tragedy

takes place neither in the splendour of Thebes, nor in the fragrant Athenian

countryside that used to be Colonus, but in the modern, barren wasteland that lies

between modern Thebes and the sprawling, ugly, cemented capital of the modern

Helenes. We have become incapable of relating because we have lost our capacity to
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re-member. Our remembering is not a gathering, rather it is in essence an act of

forgetting, a burial ceremony of deception where everybody sheds crocodile tears but
is insensitive to the grave loss and hurls abuse and threats to anybody who is present.
We live in a graveyard, we are in denial, we wallow but we still need to learn to weep.

To learn living in absence. That would be some kind of a start.

The Elusive Communication

However, we have never gone through the mourning of adolescence. We have never

grown up at least in three senses. We have not gone through a de-centring process
which could lead us away from primitive egocentrism, towards the differentiation of

our cognitive capacities, towards the differentiation of the capacities for coping with
the external world, the social world and the world of inner subjectivity, and of course,

since we have not differentiated, we now are in no position to mediate among them in
order to develop some kind of integrated personality.4 Secondly, we have never
deposed the ego from its sovereignty in the sense of deposing a king, we have never

entered a ‘being-for-the other’. Both at a personal level and at a collective level we
have not developed the conception of not only being responsible to the other, but also

being responsible for the other, every concrete other we come to face:

Responsibility in fact is not a simple attribute of subjectivity, as if the latter

already existed in itself, before the ethical relationship. Subjectivity is not
for itself; it is once again initially for another . . . The Other is not simply

close to me in space, or close like a parent, but he approaches me essentially
insofar as I feel myself—insofar as I am responsible for him . . . I am
responsible for the Other without waiting for reciprocity, were I to die for

it. Reciprocity is his affair . . . The I always has one responsibility more than
all the others.5

Thirdly, we have not developed a public personality capable of communicative
action, engaging in a critically reflective way with traditional life forms, with pre-

interpreted, taken for granted, non-reflective ways of conduct, as well as with modern
subsystems of instrumental rationality, which are undermining processes of

communicative rationality and the pursuit of internal common goods. Until today
we strive to be modern without facing the disquieting dis-embeddedness of

modernity. We want freedom without the angst. We want the best of both worlds: a
taken-for-granted universe of social activity based on personal ties, that is, a relatively

secure traditional life-world (Lebenswelt) where pre-established beliefs and codes of
behaviour are not to be challenged, and an instrumentally rational, efficient

accumulation of money and power, and as a result we have ended up with the worst
of both worlds. Unreformed practices which retain their external shell by striving for
external goods but lose their soul because they are not supported by the

communicative pursuit of internal goods to the practice, goods pursued for their own
sake rather than for money or power, and corrupted institutions which instead of
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providing resources for the achievement of common goods, provide resources for

their nomenclatures.
We are very fond of ‘our rights’ but we still mistake privileges for rights. We prefer

not to think about our actions in terms of their telos, in terms of a substantive

rationality which ensures that, as we enter common practices, accepting their
standards of excellence and the inadequacy of our own individual performances,6

we engage in communicative, reflective, critical action regarding those standards, the
means towards achieving the ends as well as the meaningfulness of the ends

themselves. We have never learned to think in terms of goods, common goods
internal to our practices as reasons for our actions, because we find it easier to justify

our actions in terms of rights. But having a positive right, for example, the
constitutional right to form a political community, does not solve the problem of
what kind of polis we want to be part of, what kind of goods this polis will pursue and

by what kind of means. Having the right, might be a necessary, but is not a sufficient,
condition for forming a specific kind of polis. Processes of procedurally rational

communication do not take place in a void, but within specific social and cultural
contexts where ethically substantive questions, differing conceptions of the human

good, are debated. And while some kind of neutral standard is never available within
the essentially hermeneutic human condition, the search for a standard which, if not

eternally true is at least sound and better than others, and aspires to transcending the
particular and to having some ecumenical value, is also part of the human condition

and, normally, is and should be part of any communicative activity. That is why both
the formal rules of a functional rationality and the substantiality of a communicative
rationality of ends are necessary but individually not sufficient. Unless we enter some

kind of communicative activity where the force of the better argument is procedurally
guaranteed, and which will discursively pursue particular goods while continuously

debating the common and the human good, the resulting community will either be a
compartmentalized non-community, in which universally prescribed rights have

been transformed into selectively distributed privileges, or a totalizing community of
exclusion.

We have not grown accustomed ‘to living with dissent in the realm of questions
that admit of truth’,7 we do not know how to listen to the claims of others. The other
seems to be an abstract, undifferentiated, generic other, a foreigner, rather than a

concrete other, an autre rather than an Autrui. We are blind to the person of the other
and its ethical claim. We moved from an inferiority complex towards the Western

European other directly to a superiority complex towards the East European other.
We are the original, prototypical migrants and immigrants; Thessaloniki has been

called justifiably so ‘the capital of immigrants’ in its pre-war guise, yet we have never
truly accepted immigrants during the last 25 years. We are no travellers anymore and

we do not accept travellers. We travel as tourists and we accept only tourists. Our land
has been closed:

Modern Greece does not aim at all at the distant, she loves the limited . . .

She hides in fear behind her rocky shores, afraid of the lengths and the
heights. Her fear is not at all physical, it is a metaphysical fear.8
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A metaphysical fear, a fear for anything that transcends a non-eventful ‘there is’, a

rumbling cacophony of the ‘il y a’ that happens despite us, a voice returning after the

negation of every voice, a comforting but deadening fatalism of living towards a ‘fate’.

A fear for being, that is a fear for thinking and willing reasons for being, because

being can never be a reason for itself: ‘A person exists’, is not the same as ‘it rains’,

because existing does not possess the fatality of raining. A dread for the incarnation of

a human subjectivity, in other words, a dread for the spirituality of a human being

that, in its natality and creativity, lives towards the un-acceptability of fate as death

and of death as fate. We have not only mistaken the past as fate but also the present as

such. While everything around us points towards a continuous re-birth, while the

world to which we were thrown presents itself as a kosmos, a jewel, and discloses its

poetic nature, un-conceals a transcendence which is immanent, a beyond being that

resides in being, we capture only the mundane and the prosaic. Our living has been a

continuous evasion, an impotent recoil gripped by a dread before being. Our spirit is

closed, it does not admit of questing, it is a mere shadow, a ghost. We mistake our

pathetic, weak passion for spirit, we mistake our wilfulness for will, our dogmatism

and wishful thinking for thought. Our minds have been closed, they do not admit of

questioning, they do not know how to postpone or better to suspend answering in

order to stay with the questioning. We promise but we do not deliver. We are fond of

‘Great Ideas’, but we mistake our pretensions for ideas and they are seldom great, they

very rarely signify an opening to the world, they disclose nothing new, besides the

delusion of redemption for lost grandeur. We do not think what deserves thinking,

‘our thoughts like bats are circling in the shadow’,9 while pretending to scorn death,

we lead a life constantly rehearsing for death and we are mistaking this continuous

rehearsing for death for a life. We have been living towards death for a long time

because our life did not mean something, it was temps perdu, never gained, lost in an

everydayness, an ordinariness which pointed to nothing extraordinary, a banality

pointing only to itself. Within this banality of nothingness that never understood

being as an event, the only flowers that could flourish were flowers of evil. Amidst a

nihilistic amoral indifference, that has blotted any creative impulse and scorned any

showing of true character, it is not totally incomprehensible how a good percentage of

Greek citizens now yearn for a ‘Golden Dawn’, albeit Nazi. We are not waiting for the

barbarians, they are already here and they look uncannily like us. We have forgotten

that ‘barbarian’ was in Classical Greece and continues to be today a primarily political

concept:

What is a barbarian? Not merely a non-Greek (whose language sounds to

Hellenic ears like ‘ba, ba, ba’) but someone who lacks a polis and thereby

shows—on Aristotle’s view—that he is incapable of political relationships.

What are political relationships? The relationships of free men to each

other, that is the relationships between those members of a community

who both rule and are ruled over. The free self is simultaneously political

subject and political sovereign.10
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However, we were never able and virtuous to create such a kind of political

community because the members of our polis thought always themselves only as
sovereign and never as political subjects, as ruling and never as being ruled. We have
mistaken modern representative democracy for a kind of direct, plebiscitary

democracy in which the ‘people’ rule without any rules. As we were celebrating our
new found and longed for democratic freedoms and we started constituting new

democratic institutions, we never discussed what kind of a society we want to be and
we did not take care to develop the practices which would make us flourish. In the

words of Alasdair MacIntyre, a ‘practice’ means

any coherent and complex form of socially established cooperative human
activity through which goods internal to that form of activity are realized in

the course of trying to achieve those standards of excellence which are
appropriate to, and partially definitive of, that form of activity, with the

result that human powers to achieve excellence, and human conceptions of
the ends and goods involved, are systematically extended.11

We forgot the warning that democratic institutions need to be sustained by
practices, which pursue specific common goods and enable citizens to develop

excellences and virtues and a shared conception of the human good. It is within
such practices that rational communication and characters could be formed. In

their absence, ethical discourses and judgements found no room to develop and
vicious rather than virtuous characters predominated, and it was these that were

recruited by institutions who in their turn were bound to fail. Thus, we fell prey to
many vices, including the quintessential modern Greek vices of arrogance and
pleonexia. We chose to have and not to be, to become consumers rather than

producers, to be under the illusion of powerfulness rather than risk being power-
less. For at least the last 40 years we were like Herman Broch’s sleepwalkers,

impervious to a world that was opening up, to its grave dangers and opportunities,
and we have had a very rough awakening. However, this threatens to be a long day

of deep woes and unimaginable sorrows.

The Elusive Reform

We have opted for ‘a strategy of hibernation, whose obvious weakness lies in its
defensive character’.12 The important and puzzling question about the rise of ‘Golden

Dawn’ is not why an extreme right-wing party has risen to being the third party
polling about 12 per cent and in such a country which, besides its cultural malaise

described above, experiences also a severe economic crisis. The real question is how
and why the rise of a distinctly and unashamedly Nazi party was made possible. There

are still many, both in Greece and abroad that have not fully realized that this is not
some kind of extreme, right-wing, nationalistic party. It is a Nazi party that has
copied and pasted its strategy and tactics from the Nazis in the Weimar Republic. It is

the first time after the Holocaust that such a party has risen to such unimaginable
heights in a European country. However, in Greece the Holocaust, the gulags and the
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other horrors of the 20th century have been barely discussed in schools, universities

and public spaces. Until 1974, a post-civil war, undemocratic state, monopolized by
the right wing, built and operated its own lage of exile for the defeated communists in
some Aegean islands and legitimized itself on the basis of a fiercely nationalistic

discourse which transmogrified the phronesis of the ancients into ‘ethnicophrosini’,
that is, national mindedness, which even when officially rejected after 1974, had done

long-term damage in cultural terms.13

After 1974 and the fall of the military Junta, an idiosyncratic left radical activism,

based on a shallow politicization and over-determined by Marxist stereotypes,
dominated political and cultural life and in its socialist guise gained power in 1981

and ruled with two right-wing breaks until recently. Its cultural and ideological
poverty, underscored by nationalistic overtones since the nation was not abandoned
but democratized in populist terms, coupled with an extension of clientelistic

privileges to wide sections of society (‘the underprivileged’ as they were called by
A. Papandreou) and wrapped in a rhetoric of ‘rights’, did not allow the creation of a

real public sphere of communicative action and discussion. The better argument
never won because there was no room for it to be heard and listened to, and

therefore it was doomed to marginalization. The force of the better argument was
gravely devalued. Universities, old and new, became the antechambers for recruiting

political personnel, not only among students but also among teachers. In order to
become a member of the academic staff you needed party connections, and after

one was ‘elected’, with few notable exceptions, he or she was en route to becoming
an MP, or some kind of political consultant. Even very important, well-known
Greek intellectuals from abroad like Cornelius Castoriadis were, literally, not

allowed to give a talk because they were considered reformist, never mind read.
What happened in Greek education in the last 35 years barely falls short of a crime.

The internal good of education as a practice was totally forgotten. What was never
realized was that in order for teaching to take place, learning should take place. The

internal good of teaching is transformed through genuine learning, through
opening ways to thinking the most thought provoking, the unthought and the

unthinkable, by enabling the student to open to the world through creating his or
her own openings. Teaching is an uncovering of a density, a disclosure of a hidden
opening, a pointing towards the loftier, a gracious giving. It is placing a student on

his or her own way towards thinking, on his or her way within thinking. The
Socratic maieutic method consisted exactly of that: genuine knowledge is a form of

opening to a world that becomes our own, springing from our own essence.
However, in Greek education teaching and learning did not take place, and to be a

teacher meant transferring pretensions of half-truths and enforcing what Heidegger
called one-track thinking:

In one-track thinking, thinking means as much as ‘having views’. One
might say for instance: ‘I think it will snow tonight’. But he who speaks that
way is not thinking. . . . [Thinking] is what inherently gathers and keeps

within itself the greatest riches of what is thought-worthy and
memorable.14
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At the same time, ‘mild forms’ of violence were prevalent in all forms of public debate

and subsystems of selection were created in all forms of public life that not only

advantaged those who were unworthy in intellect and character, but literally were

selecting the worst or, at least, the less capable than those in charge of the selection

process. These mechanisms were diffused almost in every aspect of political, social,

cultural and even economic life. Even in the private sector, employment was

dependent upon party affiliations and connections. Privileges trickled down to most

sections of the population but political, cultural and economic elites benefited most

and were leading by example in shallowness, corruption, tax evasion, nepotism and

smugness in a society mesmerized by its own image. Max Weber famously defined

elites as ‘culture carriers’. However, the Greek elite were not an elite but a coalition of

nomenclatures, which were non-accountable, politically and socially irresponsible,

and fiercely protective of their privileges to the point of organizing their reproduction

on the hereditary principle. It was not only politicians’ children that were taking their

place as heirs. By almost miraculous intervention which seemed to defy all exam

systems of entry into higher education, the child of the doctor was becoming a

doctor, the child of the lawyer a lawyer, the child of a pharmacist a pharmacist, the

child of a journalist a journalist, the child of an actor an actor, inheriting the clientele

and the privileges of the parents. The argument that such a doctor will fail patients,

that such a lawyer will fail wrongly accused citizens, such a politician his or her

political community did not seem to cross anybody’s mind. The result of these

processes of elite articulation and reproduction, which were reproduced throughout

the social order, was the fragmentation of the political community into closed shops

minding their particularistic interests and the inability to think in terms of common

goods. Practices were corrupted internally, because by definition they were serving

interests, not goods. The cultural implications were devastating because they

were sowing the seeds for anti-social mentalities that justified the means if they were

serving particular interests, and for disregarding the interests of others which

were perceived only in antagonistic terms:

Why him and not me became the necessary stereotype; . . . It meant the

relapse of a cultural deficit of self-consciousness, the heavy price paid for

the void of an image of the self we do not receive from within and a desire

which, instead of having its own object, mimics the desires of others. As we

do not really care about the distant and unknown other, we do not know to

love in the abstract and we stick desperately and jealously to what is close

and ‘ours’.15

Attitudes of conformism, the refusal to subject to any kind of impersonal, formal

rules, the particularity of interests based only on personal and inter-personal ties, the

de-activation of the pursuit of any common goods and the corruption of practices

resulted in undermining any form of genuine public sphere of common practices

based on real virtues, the striving for excellences and communicative, reflective

action. The universal, the particular and the individual were losing their specificity,
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being conflated as moments bound within a given particularistic totality. They were

not allowed any room to constitute themselves radially, enabling thus the individual
members of the political community to understand themselves and others as rational
agents operating within a fragile inter-subjectivity, where motivations can be

mutually understood and respected and mutual obligations recognized as such. Due
to these processes and to the leftist scorn towards traditional liberal freedoms, the

practice of these freedoms was not only disparaged but also disconnected from
the activities of an extremely weak public sphere, deteriorating into a vehicle for the

promotion of particularistic interests. Under such conditions, communicative
practices broke down and forms of discourse and communication which were not

oriented towards reaching some form of genuine, even if limited, understanding, but
towards a strategic or manipulative preservation and extension of privileges, became
dominant. The democratic consensus reached from 1974 onwards was, of course, an

improvement to the pre-1974 autocratically constituted body politic, but it was
deceptive, because it appeared as liberal democratic but it was neither genuinely

liberal, nor formally or substantively democratic. In the words of J. M. Bernstein,
when inconsistencies in ‘traditions’ become habitual, social agents,

attach to [the symbolic field] a comprehensibility it does not really possess
(e.g. by rationalizing the inconsistency in question). Secondly, as a result of

the habitualized inconsistency communication becomes inhibited: Non-
verbal expressions, motives, desires, even doubts, uncertainties and ‘felt’

failures of understanding become incapable of being made verbal and thus
communicated. As a result there are ‘meanings’ which are excluded from

public discourse. Finally, if communication is inhibited, then the consensus
about beliefs and norms which is operative in public discourse must be
deceptive or false.16

It is still puzzling and disturbing to note how Greeks tend to not listen, and seem like

not caring to listen, to their co-discussants in a debate. They seem to fortify
themselves into a position of absolute conviction, which perceives any criticism as a
personal attack and requires an indignant justification of the truth of their

conviction. Within such circumstances, communication is inhibited and distorted.
Not only the consensus has been deceptive, constituted under conditions of pseudo-

communication, since for all the above reasons the better argument could very rarely
win, but also there were no real possibilities and public space available for detecting

the false consensus underlying this pseudo-communication. In other words, the
extremely weak public sphere and the corrupted forms of communicative action

available were not detected as such, and the political and cultural establishment
continued to operate under the illusion of a genuine liberal democratic consensus.

Widespread nationalistic discourses, xenophobic and openly racist attitudes, the
multiplication of ‘soft’ and hard violent attitudes, neo-traditional cultural
phenomena and anti-European tendencies were gravely underestimated when not

encouraged during the 1990s and 2000s. While new, mostly economic, immigrants
from Eastern European but also Asian and African countries came to Greece during
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those two decades and were used as cheap labour in construction, tourism and

agriculture, a debate about their cultural and political integration and multi-
culturalism which had been taking place in other European countries for decades and
had important repercussions on social policy, did not even open in Greece. The

immigrants were employed, exploited, consigned to the margins, ghettoized and
ignored, while politicians congratulated themselves on the absence of racism in Greek

society. However, characteristically, when immigrants’ kids were becoming the best
students of their classes in primary and secondary schools and the responsibility to

carry the Greek flag in national festivities fell on them, xenophobia and racism
showed their teeth.

While a cultural paradigm characterized by nationalistic, xenophobic, populistic
and anti-democratic discourses was becoming predominant, the more enlightened

segment of the political and social elite led by Kostas Simitis, the socialist PM from
1996 to 2004, was arguing and pushing for ‘modernization’ and reforms, but

represented a technocratic, functionalist and economistic outlook which totally
disregarded the cultural preconditions for reform, and embraced a form of
modernization from above that prioritized economic development, institutional

reform and the speedy integration to the newly emerging Eurozone. The strategic
decision to push for admission to the Eurozone at the earliest day possible meant a

hasty fiscal consolidation without any long overdue reforms to the productive model,
which was based on unproductive and over-priced services and was dependent

heavily on imports even for agricultural products. The institutional bias founded on
an overestimation of institutional change from above, and an underestimation of the

importance of social and cultural practices, meant a shallow ‘modernization’ that did
not challenge the clientelistic ethos. Once admitted to the Eurozone, aided by a large-

scale falsification of the economic statistics, the government prioritized big
infrastructural projects which were presumed would bring prosperity and usher
Greece once and for all to ‘modernity’. Although some of these projects, like the

Athens underground, the new circular road around Athens and the new airport
were completed successfully and were indeed long overdue, a lot of projects were

undertaken for ‘one use’, for the ‘successful’ staging of the 2004 Olympic Games, they
cost much more than originally planned and were mostly assigned to a few

oligopolistic construction and media concerns, reinforcing clientelistic ties and
practices of corruption.

Although some vital reforms were implemented like the introduction of a new,
impersonal system of selection for employment in the public sector, others were

neglected, for example, those in education and immigration, where an urgently
needed new law on citizenship was never introduced. Some others were attempted

but not seen through in the face of resistance, as with the law introduced to reform
the National Insurance System (NIS). This was an absolutely vital reform which if
gone through would have saved the NIS from the disaster which we experience today,

when cancer patients are denied chemotherapy unless they pay for it. However, the
new law was withdrawn because of the reaction by a coalition of clientelistic networks

and the inability of the government to challenge those networks, which were
comprised to a large extent of its own voters. On the whole, reforms were tried only in
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a scrappy, timid, fragmentary way, without real conviction and the necessary cultural

depth. With few notable exceptions, the old political personnel was put in charge of
the reforms, comprised in the main by people belonging to the corrupted political
nomenclature who were both unwilling and incapable of planning and introducing

real reforms. The collapse of the government in the polls, the attempt by it to justify
its actions in the face of mounting criticism and the hasty change of leadership

limited any opportunity for critical evaluation and debate. This is perhaps the real
Achilles heel of the ‘modernizing’ block, from its formation until today, that is, the

absence of self-reflexivity and critical debate about its shortcomings, its timidity in
the face of expected reactions and its inability to reflect critically about the

problematic nature of ‘modernization’. Part of the paradox of reform is that all those
that want to reform society, very rarely reflect on and reform themselves. At the root

of the problem lies a social positivism which inspired by a mono-dimensional,
functional and linear view of progress, thematizes social change as nomological and

underestimates its hermeneutical dimension and cultural preconditions. It accepts
axiomatically that meanings, ways of thinking, mentalities and communicative
practices change more or less automatically, if some fundamental economic and

institutional structures are reformed from above; at its root lie supposedly value-
neutral conceptions of the human, public and common goods which are assumed to

be provided unproblematically by scientific knowledge and technocratic expertise.
Reform is understood as an institutional and not as a cultural event. The ‘good’ is

identified with what is considered as the proven, given ‘true’, and therefore truth as a
critical quest atrophies. The nature of the modern and the ‘progressive’ as

contentious, controversial, debatable and uncertain stakings within particular social
and cultural settings, far from being the same to the adjustment to the currently

‘modern’, and not exhausted by the application of an ideal type, is not addressed.
What is to be debated and how, when the issue at stake is considered self-evident and

self-explanatory?
If a value-neutral positivism beset the reformist project, then a particular leftist,

voluntaristic radicalism has beset social and political forces to the left of the political

spectrum from1974 until today. This left radicalism espousing a generalizing,
denounciatory, unreformed, essentially Marxist discourse is nothing more than a

dangerous decisionism: a voluntaristic attitude that, being convinced of the validity
claims of its own dogmatic conception of the ‘good’, being defined not in its own

terms, but in contradistinction to an ‘evil’ represented by the exploiting creditors, the
European allies and many other invisible forces, covers studiously its ideological and

cultural poverty, behind a naive but extremely dangerous activism and a populistic
discourse which denounces and opposes any kind of real reform. Here an arbitrary,

ideological, in the sense of false consciousness, conception of the ‘good’ is taken for
granted as indisputably ‘true’. This ever-present, in essence deeply conservative,
crypto-nationalistic and to an extent Eurosceptic current in Greek society, which is

one of the major causes of its current state, has been reinvigorated by the severity of
the current economic crisis and in the absence of any serious reformist political

project managed to set the agenda on the centre-left, and claim some form of not
unshakeable but still real hegemony. Repeating unreformed leftist ideological
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schemes, resisting the reform of the clientelistic state in the name of the ‘people’,

prioritizing a statist, generalizing, abstract and vague opposition to the ‘market

forces’ and to the European Union, this uncritical and unreflective current, with its

newly found popularity, has emerged as a main obstacle to the long overdue cultural,

political and social reform.

Today we are being faced by the increasing popularity of this leftist, unreformed,

unreflective activism which tends to reproduce the old left’s ideological certainty and

threatens to become the dominant force on the left, the emergence of a virulent,

racist, unashamedly Nazi political party which threatens to become the dominant

political force on the right, and the discrediting of the reformist project due partly to

its own weaknesses and the absence of a critical debate about its various flawed

assumptions and practices. This urgently needed and long overdue debate and

communicative practice could, under certain conditions, mobilize reformist-minded

social forces to the left, centre and centre-right of the political spectrum, only if its

political agents adopt a self-critical and reflective attitude and succeed in forging a

new political and social subject. However, it might be too late. As violent attacks on

immigrants multiply by the day and go unpunished, as Greek society, paralysed by

fear, remains in denial, unable and unwilling to recognize its fundamental flaws and

to reach some kind of intelligible self-understanding, increasingly being radicalized

and looking for the scapegoat to designate as ‘foe’, our ‘fate’ looks bleaker than ever.

In the world of advanced modernity, faced by multiple crises largely of her own

making, as well as by the threats and opportunities of globalization that she was not

prepared for, Greece looks like a very weak link in the European chain. Will she

manage, despite all these, to redefine her position within Europe and the world and

overcome her ‘fate’, both as past and as present? Will she reach a new understanding

of her past and a vision of her future that will lead to a real opening to the world? Will

she stop talking dangerous platitudes, will she resist its nationalistic, xenophobic self?

Will she desire and think something worth being? Will she face her propensity to

being towards fate, to being without a reason for being, to being in meaninglessness?

Will she overcome her metaphysical fear, her physical fear and her dread of being?

Will she avoid, in these last critical moments what looks like death? What is apparent,

as we live through the later stages of this tragedy, is that there will be no deus ex

machina to save us. It is only we who can save ourselves.
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